R E C Y C L I N G

E L E C T R O C H E M

B AT T E R I E S

Powerful recycling solutions
for commercial and industrial
lithium batteries
&

WORKING IN PARTNERSHIP

“Veolia has advanced distillation and retort technologies that use
mechanical and thermal processes to extract the highest possible
levels of mercury. We don’t just process the materials and then
outsource mercury reclamation, we recover it ourselves.”
– Paul Conca, Operations Manager

Background

Every year, billions of used batteries that may contain corrosive materials such as potassium
hydroxide (lye) or sulfuric acid; reactive metals such as lithium; or toxic metals such as mercury,
lead, cadmium and nickel are thrown in the trash. Batteries can contaminate our environment if
managed improperly. Recycling batteries eliminates the risk of personal injury or loss of property
and prevents pollution, thereby reducing the risk of future financial liability associated with
improper disposal.

Partnership

About Electrochem™
Electrochem is a leading provider
of commercial power solutions
specializing in critical applications
where energy demands are high,
operating environments are extreme,
and the cost of failure is significant.
Born from the first lithium battery
invented for the implantable
pacemaker, Electrochem embraces
our heritage of quality, reliability and
innovation.

About Veolia North America
Veolia North America blends skills
in operations, engineering and
technology with innovative business
models, offering a complete range of
environmental solutions to meet the
challenges of cities, governments,
campuses, businesses and industries.

ElectrochemTM has partnered with Veolia North America to offer a battery recycling program to
help you recycle their customized rechargeable and non-rechargeable batteries. This partnership
will provide you nationwide cost-effective solutions for large and small quantities of batteries,
unbeatable customer service, on-time pickups, and the industry-leading environmental liability
and protection.

Recycling designed to
fit your needs

We have developed recycling solutions for large and
small quantities of batteries. Whether you need
service for one facility or multiple locations across
the country, we can offer a combination of mail-back,
prepaid recycling containers for small quantities or
arrange for a pick up for larger quantities.

Packaging & transportation

Please retain all original packaging for use in the
shipment of spent batteries for recycling. This
packaging meets all DOT requirements, is specific to the batteries you received, and is your best
option to make recycling the spent batteries effortless.
We offer an unmatched fleet of semi-trailers, box vans and approved third-party transporters to
ship your waste to one of our four fully permitted recycling facilities. We’ll even provide detailed
packaging guidelines to ensure your batteries are packaged in accordance with DOT shipping
regulations.

How to get started. Email today!

Email us at us.vna.erdbids.mailbox@veolia.com for a quote. Please include the quanity and types
of batteries you are looking to recycle along with the location they need to be picked up from.
Don’t forget your contact information so we will be able to get back in touch with you.

Email us at us.vna.erdbids.mailbox@veolia.com

